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APPLICABILITY TO CYBATHLON SERIES 

The ground rules and discipline-specific sections of the present 
document are also applicable to the individual CYBATHLON 
Series events. 

CYBATHLON Series Name Date and Location Applicable sections 

CYBATHLON BCI Series the 8th Graz Brain-Computer 
Interface Conference 2019 

16 - 17 September 2019, Graz, 
Austria 

1 & 2 
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CHANGE LOG 

Section Change 

Title page Applicability of rules to CYBATHLON Series added 

Section 1 Team leader replaced by team manager 
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PREAMBLE 

The present document is a preliminary description of the tasks and rules of each 
discipline constituting the competition at CYBATHLON 2020. The tasks were selected 
and designed to represent typical situations that people with physical disabilities 
encounter in their everyday life. While some of the tasks were left unchanged as 
compared to CYBATHLON 2016, others were slightly modified or even developed from 
scratch. Feedback from the teams has been considered and incorporated wherever 
possible. The present document should be understood as a first reference of the 
technical and motor capabilities that will be expected from participating technology 
providers and pilots. 

Over the coming months, persons with the respective physical disabilities will be 
invited in order to test and help to further refine the tasks in each discipline. The 
precise object dimensions and layout of the tasks will therefore be further specified as 
a result of this testing phase. This also applies to the order of the tasks in which they 
are presented in the given discipline, the scoring system and the competition mode. In 
this process, feedback and suggestions from the teams will be further considered. 
However, the final decision-making is at the discretion of the CYBATHLON organising 
committee. 

As far as already indicated all dimensions are in millimetres and weights in kilograms, if 
not otherwise stated. If not given in this document, the precise dimensions (e.g. size, 
weight, surface properties) of the task elements (i.e. furniture and objects) will be 
communicated at a later stage. All ramps and the bars of the rough terrain will be 
coated with a colour containing quartz sand. 

Any changes to the tasks will be communicated to the teams. 

If you have any comments or questions regarding the present document, we are happy 
to receive your message at competition@cybathlon.com. 
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1. GENERAL RULES 
The CYBATHLON competition consists of the following six disciplines: 

• Brain-Computer Interface Race (BCI) 
• Functional Electrical Stimulation Bike Race (FES) 
• Powered Arm Prosthesis Race (ARM) 
• Powered Leg Prosthesis Race (LEG) 
• Powered Exoskeleton Race (EXO) 
• Powered Wheelchair Race (WHL) 

A team consists of team officials that include the team manager (team contact person), 
pilot(s), backup pilot(s), care person(s), discipline manager(s), and support person(s). 

1.1 GENERAL RULES FOR TEAMS AND PILOTS 
The following general rules (GR) apply to all six CYBATHLON disciplines. 

GR-1 Several teams participate in the competition. A team consists of at least one 
technology provider (e.g. member of a research lab or a company) and one pilot. 
The technology provider is usually the developer of the device, who tunes and 
adapts the technology and provides technical support at the competition. In 
exceptional cases, when the pilot develops and brings his or her own technology, 
the provider and pilot can be the same person. 

GR-2 Each team can participate in several disciplines. Only one pilot can participate 
per team per discipline.1 

GR-3 Pilots must be at least 18 years of age on the first day of the competition. 
GR-4 In the pilots’ inclusion criteria for each discipline the minimal required level of the 

pilots’ lesion or amputation is defined. Pilots who have more severe handicaps 
than those defined in the inclusion criteria may participate, although they might 
have a disadvantage in comparison to those pilots who more closely match the 
inclusion criteria. Each case is individually checked by the organising committee 
to ensure that the difference, i.e. disadvantage, is not too distinct and that 
participation is deemed safe for the pilot. 

GR-5 Pilots must have sufficient cognitive and communicative abilities to understand 
the races and rules. 

GR-6 The teams shall provide the pilots with sufficient training of the tasks prior to the 
competition. 

GR-7 Team officials must not use implanted medication pumps or pacemakers of any 
kind (e.g. cardiac). 

Please find further information on the conditions of participation in the CYBATHLON 
registration forms. 

1.2 GENERAL RULES FOR TECHNOLOGY AND DEVICES 
GR-8 The technical devices and their use must be safe for the pilot, their environment 

and other people involved prior to, during and after the races. Safety 
documentation must be provided by the teams several months prior to the race 
(see CYBATHLON registration form). The descriptions and documentation of the 

                                                 
1 In case of free starting slots in a later registration phase or withdrawal of teams, more than 
one pilot of the same team will be allowed to start in the same discipline. 
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devices are reviewed by a neutral expert committee selected by the 
CYBATHLON organising committee. Assistants (spotters) further supplement the 
safety precautions during the race. 

GR-9 One or two days before the day of the race, the hardware and software are 
checked on-site by the expert committee. After this safety and function check, 
no further changes may be made to the device. Inspection of the applied 
technology and devices by experts can also occur at any time on the day of the 
race. Teams who refuse the inspection will be disqualified. 

GR-10 It is allowed to use commercially available devices. Competitors are permitted to 
modify them to optimise function. Alternatively, prototypes and research devices 
are also allowed.  

GR-11 All components (e.g. batteries, control units, tools, spare parts, etc.) that are used 
during a race run must be carried by the pilot from the start to the end of the 
race run. All of these components must be listed in the description of the device 
handed in for the safety and function check. During the race, only the pilot is 
allowed to maintain or replace components of the device. 

GR-12 Between race runs, any team official is allowed to maintain or replace 
components of the device. 

GR-13 Support persons are not allowed to travel alongside the pilot on the race track. 
Support persons, who must be registered team officials are only allowed to stay 
at a defined position in the vicinity of the race track. A support person is only 
allowed to interact with the pilot in case of a technical defect or emergency. In 
case of such an external intervention, the race run is finished for that pilot. 

GR-14 Communication (wired or wireless) between the device and any third-party 
stationary site is not allowed, i.e. remote connection to control the device by any 
person other than the pilot is forbidden, except for emergency stop and data 
monitoring. 

GR-15 Combustion engines are not allowed. 
GR-16 Radio communication between the pilot and a team officials or any other person 

is not allowed during any race run. 

Please find further information on the required documentation of devices in the 
CYBATHLON registration form. 

1.3 GENERAL REGULATIONS ON THE COMPETITION MODE 
The competition mode has not been defined yet. Further details will be defined and 
communicated at a later date. 

1.4 SCORING SYSTEM, RANKING, AND GENERAL RACE RULES 
The general goal of the races is to, firstly, cover the racing distance, and secondly, to cover 
it as fast as possible (BCI, FES) or to, firstly, solve as many tasks as possible on the race 
track, and, secondly, to solve them as fast as possible (ARM, LEG, EXO, WHL) within a given 
race time limit. A countdown is displayed in the arena that shows the remaining time. 

1.4.1 BCI AND FES BIKE RACE 
The race is finished for the pilot if the pilot passes the finish line or if the time limit is 
reached. To rank the pilots, in the first instance, the distance covered is determinative. In 
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the second instance, i.e. if more than one pilot covers the same distance, the time taken to 
cover the distance is determinative. 

GR-BCI/FES-1 A pilot’s race run is failed if it is terminated by herself or himself, 
by the referee due to an infringement, or by a physical 
intervention by a third person, e.g. a race assistant (CYBATHLON 
staff member who supports the race management) or support 
person. 

1.4.2 ARM, LEG, EXO AND WHL RACE 
The race is finished for a pilot if the pilot has solved (or failed) each of the six tasks or if the 
time limit is reached. For each task, the time to complete the task is measured and points 
can be scored if the task is completed successfully. More difficult and/or tasks that are 
more relevant in daily life offer higher scores. The scores for the six tasks will be defined at 
a later time. 

To rank the pilots, in the first instance the total number of scored points is determinative. In 
the second instance, time needed to complete the solved task(s) is determinative. Thus, if 
more than one pilot has solved the same task(s) and, thus, obtained the same total number 
of points, the time needed to complete the solved task(s) (sum of the time taken to 
complete all solved tasks) is determinative. The tasks, the points, and the time limit for the 
race are the same for the qualification races and the finals. 

GR-ARM/LEG/EXO/WHL-1 A task ends when the start line of the next task (or finish line of 
the race) is passed. If not otherwise stated, each obstacle (e.g. 
ramp, staircase) in a task has to be crossed once in direction of 
the race course. 

GR-ARM/LEG/EXO/WHL-2 A task is failed if it is terminated by the pilot, by the referee 
due to an infringement, or by a physical intervention from a 
third person, i.e. a race assistant (CYBATHLON staff member 
that supports the race management) or spotter (CYBATHLON 
staff member who prevents pilots from falling, helps to stand 
up or to leave the track). 

GR-ARM/LEG/EXO/WHL-3 In the case of task termination, the pilots must proceed to the 
start line of the next task (or finish line of the race). If required, 
spotters may be asked to intervene and to help the pilot to 
reach the start line of the next task. In these cases, the task is 
failed. 

GR-ARM/LEG/EXO/WHL-4 It is permitted to skip tasks and continue with the next task. In 
this case, the task element must be passed on the right-hand 
side (in race direction). After skipping it is not permitted to go 
back and solve the task later. 

GR-ARM/LEG/EXO/WHL-5 The tasks need to be solved in the order of appearance on the 
race track. It is not allowed to reattempt a task after having 
passed the finish line of the task, after skipping the task or 
after the task is failed. 

GR-ARM/LEG/EXO/WHL-6 If a sideline marking the boarder of the race track on either of 
the sides of the track is crossed, i.e. if any part of the device or 
pilot touches the ground beyond the sideline, the task is failed. 
The width of a race track is approx. 3 m. 

GR-ARM/LEG/EXO/WHL-7 An interim time is taken every time a task is completed. If a 
task is completed correctly, a green lamp placed next to the 
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task element on the competition field lights up. The lamp lights 
up red if a task is failed, i.e. because the task is not overcome, 
is infringed or the race time limit is reached. The lamp is off if 
the task is still to be solved within the current race. 

GR-ARM/LEG/EXO/WHL-8 A jump start leads to disqualification of the pilot. 

 

1.4.3 OVERVIEW 
The layout of the race tracks at CYBATHLON 2020 will be comparable to the layout at 
CYBATHLON 2016. 

(©ETH Zurich / Alessandro DellaBella) 

1.5 CASE OF AMBIGUOUS RANKING OR DECISIONS 
Will be communicated at a later date. 
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2. BRAIN-COMPUTER INTERFACE RACE 
 

(ETH Zurich / Nicola Pitaro) 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Pilots with quadriplegia use a Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) to control a vehicle in a 
computer game. Commands to control the computer game are triggered by the BCI after 
the appropriate brain signals were detected. The reliability and precision of BCIs are 
challenged in order to stimulate the development of BCIs with various applications suitable 
for daily life. For example, for people with quadriplegia to control different types of devices, 
e.g. a computer, a robotic arm or a wheelchair. 

Up to four pilots in each race are equipped with BCIs that enable them to control a vehicle 
in the computer game. Each vehicle moves forward by itself, and thus, reaches the finish 
line of the race even without any input signals from the pilot. The pilot can influence the 
forward motion of the vehicle by sending appropriate commands using the BCI within the 
correct time window while virtually driving along the race track. Giving the correct 
command at the correct time or not sending a command if no command is desired 
accelerates the avatar, thus providing the pilot with an advantage over the competitors by 
moving the avatar closer to the finish line faster. Pilots can trigger the vehicle to turn left 
(LEFT) or right (RIGHT) depending on the course of the race track. Pilots can also trigger 
the avatar to react to a suddenly changing environment (i.e. street lights turn off 
(HEADLIGHT). Thus, a maximum of three different commands can be sent from the BCI 
within the game, but not every command has to be implemented. The more of the required 
commands the pilot can fire adequately and the BCI system can detect reliably, the faster 
the vehicle reaches the finish line. Incorrectly chosen commands (e.g. LEFT instead of 
RIGHT) or incorrectly timed commands yield a disadvantage, i.e. the avatar decelerates and 
loses time. In certain parts of the game, no signals must be sent (NOINPUT), and pilots 
decelerate if they send a command accidently. 

Four pilots can simultaneously compete in the same race. Every pilot’s vehicle is placed on 
an individual track. Each pilot sits in front of a separate screen to play the game and sees 
his or her avatar as well as the three competing avatars. The pilot whose avatar first crosses 
the finish line wins the race. 

 

2.2 INCLUSION CRITERIA 

2.2.1 PILOTS 
In addition to the general inclusion criteria described in section 1.1, pilots must fulfil the 
following criteria to be eligible for participation: 

- Pilots with a complete or a severely affected incomplete tetraparesis, i.e. 
corresponding to spinal cord injury with impairment at and below the neck (lesion 
typically C5 and above), AIS A to C, due to any kind of central nervous system 
disease or injury or any systemic neural or muscular disease. 

- Pilots are not vulnerable to cyber-sickness, epilepsy or similar problems. 

2.2.2 TECHNOLOGY 
In addition to the general rules described in section 1.2, the following criteria apply to the 
BCI hardware: 

- While the primary envisioned BCI type is electroencephalography (EEG), other brain 
activity measurements such as functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) are 
also permitted as long as they primarily measure brain activity. 
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- Electrodes can be wired or wireless, and the BCI amplifier can be powered by any 
means as long as the technology is safe. 

- Skin-piercing electrodes are not permitted. Other than that, the choice of electrode 
type, cap and gel (if any) are at the discretion of the participating team. 

- Pilots have to watch the race screen during the race. It is not allowed to provide any 
additional (artificial) stimulation or feedback in any modality to the pilot via the BCI 
system. Thus, visually evoked potentials (SSVEPs, P300, etc.) may not be used as 
the source of the input signal for the race unless they are elicited by the race 
animation provided by the organisers and not by an additional display. In addition, it 
is not allowed to provide feedback on the current state of the analysis, e.g. the 
current state of the signal (how close the pilot is to sending a command). 

- During the mandatory technical check prior to the competition, to check for the 
presence of eye artefacts, judges may attach EOG electrodes (if not used anyway 
for artefact removal). 

- During each race, each pilot is recorded by video. In case of any doubt, the video 
material is used for review by the CYBATHLON organising committee. In addition, 
the teams must record all signals that are used to process and control the game. 
After each race, the teams must be prepared to provide the software together with 
the raw signals (e.g. by using an external drive) for spot checks by the CYBATHLON 
organising committee. In case of infringement, the team can be disqualified after the 
race. 

The following criteria apply for the BCI software: 

- Ocular control, control by facial muscles or the use of any other muscular activity is 
not permitted. 

- Artefact removal is crucial. Teams have to confirm in writing prior to the event that 
muscle and eye movement artefacts and other artefacts are removed or otherwise 
do not affect the command process, or that the classifier is blocked by artefact 
detection and not misused as commands to control the game. For example, the pilot 
should not be able to send commands by blinking with the eyes repeatedly, but 
should also not be able to prevent commands from being sent by blinking 
repeatedly. 

- Before the event, teams are required to send a description of the artefact removal 
procedure and examples of the signals to be checked by external judges who are 
experts on signal processing. All documents are treated confidentially. The 
documentation will be requested from registered teams by the organising 
committee well in advance to allow ample time for corrections, if necessary. 

- Once artefacts are removed, any signal feature and classification procedure can be 
used in the BCI as long as it primarily reflects volitional brain activity, not automatic 
subconscious processes (e.g. alpha blockade). Teams have to send the description 
of the inference process to be checked by external judges before the race. All 
documents are treated confidentially. 

- Using brain signals associated with attempted movements of partially paralysed and 
non-paralysed limbs, which result in some residual actual movement, are not 
allowed. 

- Communication regulations and communication protocols for the teams computers 
to the competition system will be communicated at a later stage. It is the 
responsibility of the teams to implement and follow the instructions provided by 
CYBATHLON. 
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2.3 SPECIFIC RULES 
BCI-1 It is not allowed to turn the BCI system off during the race. The BCI must be on 

during the race. 
BCI-2 Pilots who are intentionally using eye or muscle activity to control the BCI are 

disqualified. Referees will be somewhat permissive regarding this rule as it is 
understood that perfect artefact removal is not possible. 

BCI-3 Pilots who are not able to connect with or send a command to the game in the 
preparation phase right before the start of the race will not be allowed to start in 
the race and will be ranked last, i.e. the race is failed for these pilots. 

BCI-4 In the race, each pilot always sees her/his corresponding avatar. It is permitted to 
remove the background, i.e. change to a black background. 

2.4 TASK DESCRIPTION 
Pilots can send up to three different commands to control the avatar. A higher number of 
independently controlled commands increases the chances of winning the race. 

The race track is divided into several zones. For each zone in the race a time window is 
defined in which an input command must be sent in order to gain an advantage (i.e. to 
speed up the avatar). If the command is sent beyond the time window, i.e. beyond the 
dedicated zone, the avatar experiences a disadvantage (i.e. the avatar is slowed down). 
Some of the zones can be seen in advance so that the pilots can anticipate and prepare for 
the command, other zones cannot be seen in advance and the pilot has to create the 
command in reaction to the changing environment. 
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Actions Description 

LEFT/RIGHT As soon as the vehicle is in the LEFT/RIGHT zone ahead of a turn, the 
LEFT/RIGHT command should be sent to indicate turning left or right. 
This will accelerate the vehicle and it will turn left or right. The 
LEFT/RIGHT boost lasts until the vehicle has turned left or right or 
until another command is received. Thus, a correct action may be 
aborted by sending an incorrect command, or an incorrect action may 
be corrected by sending the correct command. The goal is to send the 
correct command as early as possible after having reached the zone. 
The earlier it is received, the bigger the advantage for the pilot’s 
vehicle. 

HEADLIGHT While the vehicle is driving through a HEADLIGHT zone, the street 
lights will turn off at a random time and the vehicle will slow down. In 
order to speed up the avatar, the headlights must be turned on by 
sending the HEADLIGHT command. If an incorrect command is 
received, the vehicle will drive on at a lower velocity for a certain 
duration (or until the next zone is reached).  

NOINPUT In the NOINPUT zone, no command should be sent to benefit from a 
higher velocity. If an incorrect command is received, the vehicle will 
slow down to a lower velocity for a certain duration (or until the next 
zone is reached). 

Incorrect 
commands 

Any incorrect command received, i.e. any command in a NOINPUT 
zone, or an incorrect command in an action zone, e.g. a LEFT 
command in a RIGHT zone, slows down the pilot’s vehicle and the 
vehicle loses time. 

Transition to the 
subsequent 
zone 

Every time the avatar transitions to a subsequent NOINPUT zone, all 
the commands/actions are cleared. The avatar will travel at the base 
velocity of the NOINPUT zone until a new command is received. 

 

The order of zones appearing along the race track is not known to the pilots prior to the 
race and is different for every race. The total number of zones remains constant. The 
number of each type of zone (LEFT/RIGHT/HEADLIGHT) in each race will be defined and 
communicated at a later date. 

The BCI game and a game manual describing the details of the game will be available to 
registered teams once the programming of the game is finalized. It can be used for testing 
and practicing at the labs. Registered teams can get a copy of the game as soon as it is 
ready. Please contact competition@cybathlon.ch. 
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2.5 COMPETITION MODE AND SCORING SYSTEM 
See section 1.3 and 1.4. 

Time limit:   4 min 
Race distance (virtual): tbd 
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3. FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL STIMULATION BIKE RACE 
 

(ETH Zurich / Alessandro DellaBella) 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Pilots with complete spinal cord injury (SCI) are equipped with Functional Electrical 
Stimulation (FES) devices, enabling them to perform a pedalling movement on a cycling 
device. They ride eight laps on a circular race track which results in a total race distance of 
about 1200 m.  

The pilots build up their fitness by specific FES training regimens prior to the race. During 
the race, besides absolute muscular strength and endurance, the temporal activation of 
muscles also plays a crucial role in minimising muscle fatigue effects. Any stimulation 
pattern can be applied to any leg muscle, as long as the stimulation technology and pattern 
are safe. In the race, two pilots start at the same time on a circular race track. Throughout 
the race, pilots must be able to best the time of their previous lap. This challenges the 
robustness of the FES setup, the ability to control the stimulation and to minimize fatigue. 

3.2 INCLUSION CRITERIA 

3.2.1 PILOTS 
In addition to the general inclusion criteria described in section 1.1, pilots must fulfil the 
following criteria to be eligible for participation: 

- Spinal cord injured pilots with paraplegia (AIS A or B, with a complete loss of motor 
function in the lower limbs (http://www.sci-info-pages.com/levels.html) are 
included.  

- Pilots with lesions affecting the control of trunk, arm and/or neck must be checked 
individually, as pilots must have sufficient voluntary control to steer the bike and 
stabilise the upper body while riding down the start ramp and navigating through 
turns. 

3.2.2 TECHNOLOGY 
In addition to the general rules described in section 1.2, the following criteria apply for the 
FES bike technology: 

- Only passive cycling devices without actuation are allowed. The only actuation is 
provided through the FES-stimulated legs of the pilot. 

- The FES stimulator can be commercially available or custom-made. If it is custom-
made, it has to fulfil the standard regulations for electrical safety, including the latest 
IEC standards 60601-1 and 60601-2-10 (or similar regulations applied in the country 
of development), which describe particular requirements for the basic safety and 
essential performance of transcutaneous nerve and muscle stimulators. 

- Any control strategy or stimulation pattern is allowed to stimulate muscles of the 
lower extremities such as quadriceps, hamstrings, gluteal and calf muscle groups. It 
is not mandatory to stimulate all of these muscles. 

- FES stimulation intensity can be adjusted by the pilots during the race so that they 
can apply their own strategy to minimise effects of muscle fatigue. 

- Surface and implanted stimulation technologies are allowed. The implants must be 
medically stable for at least six months and free of complications (e.g. infections) 
prior to the competition. 

- Any number of stimulation channels is allowed. 
- The FES stimulators can apply closed-loop control strategies using sensors applied 

to the pilots or the bike. It is also allowed to manually trigger the stimulator. 
- The cycling device structure and function are allowed to be optimised for better 

mechanical efficiency. 
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- Any number and any size of wheels are allowed. 
- Maximum width of the cycling device is limited to 900 mm to enable proper use on 

the ramps and in the lanes. The cycling device must fit on the start ramp behind the 
start gate (total length 2000 mm). 

- Cycling devices must be able to turn with a radius of approx. 13 m. 

3.3 SPECIFIC RULES 
FES-1 Wearing a helmet is mandatory. The teams are required to bring their own 

helmet. 
FES-2 Two pilots start simultaneously, one on the inner and one on the outer lane. 

The pilot starting on the outer lane is allowed to move to the inner lane after 
having passed the blue line (see illustration below). Staggered starting 
positions compensate for the additional distance the pilot starting on the 
outer lane has to cover in the first turn. 

FES-3 After a pilot has completed the first lap, the time of a completed lap is 
compared to the pilot’s preceding lap. If the time of the current lap is higher 
than that of the preceding lap, the race is finished for that pilot. 

FES-4 If a faster pilot is able to lap his/her competitor, she or he is only allowed to 
overtake the slower pilot in the outer lane. After overtaking, at least 2 m 
distance between the two bikes must be obtained before the leading pilot is 
permitted to move from the outer lane back to the inner lane. In case of 
disregard of this rule, a warning is issued to the overtaking pilot. 

FES-5 If a pilot gets stuck in the race (e.g. due to reduced muscle force or 
malfunction of the stimulator or bike), the race is finished for that pilot. 

FES-6 If a pilot crosses the inner line of the inner lane, a warning is issued to this 
pilot. If a pilot takes a shortcut, the race is finished for that pilot. 

FES-7 Hands or arms are allowed to be used to push on the legs to overcome 
pedalling dead points, but not to support on-going propulsion. Extensive use 
of hand pushes or any other misuse of hand pushes lead to a warning. 

FES-8 The starting lanes (i.e. inner or outer lane) for the qualification races are 
allotted by the organisational committee. Pilots ranked higher after the 
qualification races have priority to start in the inner lane in the finals. 

FES-9 In case the pilots collide during the race, the race will be finished for the 
causer of the collision. The other pilot is allowed to go back on the race track 
(if necessary by the help of race assistants) and continue the race. 

FES-10 If a pilot is issued three warnings within the same race run, the race is finished 
for that pilot. 
 

3.4 RACE DESCRIPTION 
The exact surface type of the circular race track will be communicated at a later date. It will 
be of low compliance (i.e. hard surface) to minimise energy dissipation due to rolling. 

The start ramp allows the pilots to accelerate at the beginning of the race. A short gate is 
used to prevent jump starts. While waiting for the start, no part of the bike is allowed to 
touch the gate and no part is allowed to be beyond the gate. The pilots are asked to use 
their breaks until the gate falls. The race begins (i.e. the clock starts) once the start gate 
falls.  
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Illustration of task setup. 

 

Race track: Eight laps on the race track correspond to 1200 m. At the chequered line, split 
times of full laps are measured. This line also serves as the finish line. At the blue line, split 
times of half laps are measured. After having passed the blue line for the first time after 
the start of the race, the pilot starting on the outer lane is allowed to move to the inner 
lane. The dimensions of the race track subject to change. 

 

Start ramp with starting 
gate. To initiate the start of 
the race, the starting gate 
falls to allow the pilots to 
accelerate. 

 

3.5 COMPETITION MODE AND SCORING SYSTEM 
See section 1.3 and 1.4. 

Time limit:  8 min 
Race distance:  1200 m (8 laps) 

Split times are taken every half lap. If pilots have completed the same number of laps within 
the time limit, due to withdrawal by the pilot, or due to an enforced finish of the race by the 
referee in case of infringement or three warnings, the last split time is considered to rank 
these pilots. 
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4. POWERED ARM PROSTHESIS RACE 
 

 
(ETH Zurich / Nicola Pitaro) 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Pilots with transradial (forearm) or more proximal arm amputations are equipped with 
exoprosthetic devices (arm prostheses). The pilots are challenged by tasks related to daily 
life activities and they are asked to solve as many tasks as possible within a given time limit. 
In some tasks, the pilots are allowed to use both hands and arms, as well as any other part 
of the body to manipulate objects. In other tasks, pilots are faced with situations that 
explicitly challenge the performance of their prosthesis, i.e. the synergy between the pilot 
and the technology. In these tasks, the pilots are only allowed to manipulate certain objects 
or parts of the object with the prosthetic hand. These objects/parts are always coloured 
blue. Pilots are asked to solve as many tasks as possible in a given time.  

4.2 INCLUSION CRITERIA 

4.2.1 PILOTS 
In addition to the general inclusion criteria described in section 1.1, pilots must fulfil the 
following criteria to be eligible for participation: 

- Transradial (i.e. forearm) amputation or more proximal amputation of at least one 
arm. 

4.2.2 TECHNOLOGY 
In addition to the general rules described in section 1.2, the following criteria apply for the 
powered arm prosthesis technology: 

- Passive and active prostheses are allowed. 
- The prosthetic device is allowed to have any number of actively driven (powered) 

joints (e.g. for hand opening/closing or wrist pronation/supination). The prosthetic 
device can have several passive or mechanically coupled joints (e.g. at the fingers). 
Any kind of body powered (e.g. cable driven) system is also allowed. 

- Surface or implanted electrode systems can be used to access sensory or motor 
nerves.  

- Osseointegration is allowed if pilots are in a clinically stable condition and any health 
risks (e.g. infections) can be excluded. 

- There is no weight limitation for the prosthesis. 

4.3 SPECIFIC RULES 
ARM-1 It is not permitted to use trailers, backpacks, bags, pockets, ropes or similar 

items or to use the clothes to carry objects on the race track (e.g. tools, 
plates, and bags of the tasks), but it is allowed to use such aids to carry 
components of the device (e.g. batteries, control units, tools, replacement 
equipment, etc.). 

ARM-2 Any object on the race track that has blue parts is only allowed to be 
manipulated or touched with the prosthesis, i.e. with the prosthetic hand or 
hook (not including wrist, lower or upper arm). Blue objects are only allowed 
to be manipulated or touched at the blue parts with the prosthesis, i.e. with 
the prosthetic hand (not including wrist, lower or upper arm). If a pilot uses 
two prostheses, a blue object is only allowed to be manipulated or touched 
with one prosthesis at a time. 

ARM-3 While manipulating or holding a blue object, it is not allowed to physically 
support or guide the movement with the non-prosthetic arm or hand (or any 
other part of the body). 
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ARM-4 While manipulating or holding a blue object, it is not allowed to physically 
change prosthetic hand or finger configurations with the other hand. 
However, it is allowed to change a mode of the prosthesis with the non-
prosthetic hand, e.g. by pushing a button on the prosthesis. 

ARM-5 Objects falling on the floor are allowed to be picked up. If an object breaks 
into pieces, one of the pieces must be used to continue the task. 

ARM-6 It is allowed to grasp objects of the race track that are not blue with the 
prosthetic hand to manipulate blue objects (e.g. to use it as a tool), but not 
with the non-prosthetic hand. 

ARM-7 It is allowed to use the handrails. 

4.4 TASK DESCRIPTION 
Each task is described in the following sections. 
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4.4.1 CLEAN UP 

4.4.1.1 Introduction 
A vast variety of objects of different shape, size, compliance, texture and weight must be 
grasped and manipulated in everyday life. The ability to cope with this diversity of 
requirements is challenged in this task. The objects and related grip types were chosen 
based on literature and their relevance in daily life. Besides the ability to use different grip 
types, the ability to maintain grips during postural changes of the wrist/arm and the control 
of grip force are tested in this task. 

Pilots are asked to grasp and move objects individually from their predefined initial position 
to a predefined target position. The blue objects differ in weight, size, shape, compliance 
and texture to challenge different grip postures, manipulation types and the control of grip 
force. 

4.4.1.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The blue objects must be grasped and moved to their target position. Exact object 
dimensions and location will be communcated at a later stage. 
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Symbolic pictures of the objects that must be manipulated in this task. The depicted 
objects are not proportional in size. 

Book Coin Pen 
 

 

 

(www.clker.com) 

 

 

 

(www.chipsandgames.com) 

 

Knob Foam tube Sphere 
  

 

 
 

 

 

Key Handle Plastic cup 
 

 

 

(www.clker.com) 

  

 

 

(modified from 
www.de.aliexpress.com) 

Exact object dimensions and location will be communcated at a later 
stage. Image sources are given in brackets. 

4.4.1.3 Task Rules 
ARM-CLEANUP-1 The puzzle task is solved once all blue objects are moved from their 

initial position to their respective target position. Objects can be moved 
in any order. It is not allowed to carry multiple objects at the same time 
(e.g. by stacking)  

ARM-CLEANUP-2 It is not allowed to touch the table surface or any other part of the 
furniture to support grasping or releasing the object at the target 
location. 
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4.4.2 BOX 

4.4.2.1 Introduction 
The availability of sensory feedback from the prosthesis may help to improve motor control 
of the prosthetic hand as well as acceptance and embodiment of the device. 

In this task, target objects of specific shape and compliance must be identified and 
removed from a box without the availability of visual feedback. The pilots can reach into the 
box with the prosthetic hand, but have no sight of their workspace during task execution. 
Objects are evenly spaced inside the box. The pilots must rely on any type of sensory 
feedback from the prosthesis (e.g. sounds, vibrations at the socket, haptic feedback from 
the terminal device) to solve the task. The target objects will be defined at a later stage. 

4.4.2.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup and symbolic pictures of the objects that must be identified 
and grasped in this task. The depicted objects are not proportional in size. 

 

  

 

 

Type I Type II Type I Type II 

high compliance (e.g. 
sponge) 

low compliance (e.g. 
wood block) 

high compliance 
(e.g. foam tennis 
ball) 

low compliance  
(e.g. billiard ball) 

Two types of cubes and two types of spheres are placed inside the box. The objects have 
identical edge length or diameter, respectively. 
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4.4.2.3 Task Rules 
ARM-BOX-1 Only the prosthetic hand must be inserted into the box through the blue 

opening. The other hand must not touch the box. 
ARM-BOX-2 Only one object must be removed from the box at a time.  
ARM-BOX-3 The task is completed once 4 target objects are removed from the box and 

placed in the respective green target zones. Non-target objects that are 
removed from the box by mistake must be placed in the respective red zone. 
A maximum of 16 objects can be removed from the box. 
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4.4.3 HOME IMPROVEMENT 

4.4.3.1 Introduction 
The ability to use tools is critical to complete minor maintenance work at home such as 
tightening a screw or exchanging a light bulb.  

In the home improvement task, various tools and objects (mostly blue elements) are taken 
off a pegboard, put into a plastic box (optional) and carried over a ramp through to a table, 
where the tools must be used. Furthermore, a blue lightbulb must be screwed into a bulb 
holder mounted to a wall. While crossing the ramp, a closed door must be opened. 

4.4.3.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tools and other objects must be transported from the pegboard to the table on the other 
side of the door where they have to be used. 
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Symbolic pictures of the tools and objects that must be manipulated in this task. The 
depicted objects are not proportional in size. 

Scissors & a sheet of paper Bulb & cardboard box Screwdriver & Screw 

  

(www.stickpng.com)  
(www.pixabay.com) 

  

 

(www.pbswisstools.com) 

 

(www.billiger.de) 

Plastic box Hammer & Bolt 

 

(www.amazon.de) 

 

(www.surewerx.com) 

 

(www.schachermayer.at) 
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4.4.3.3 Task Rules 
ARM-HOME-1 The task is solved once the following sub-tasks are completed 

a) Bulb lights up after it is screwed into the bulb holder 
b) The bolt is hammered in.  
c) The screw is screwed into the thread. 
d) The paper is cut into two pieces within the marks. 

ARM-HOME-2 The order and the number of tools and objects put into the plastic box are 
not restricted, i.e. it is permitted to carry multiple or single objects (in any 
order) to the table and walk only once or several times between the 
pegboard and the table, using the box or not. 

ARM-HOME-3 If the blue lightbulb breaks into pieces, the task is failed. 
ARM-HOME-4 The door that is initially closed, needs to be opened to pass (once or several 

times), and it must be closed before passing the start line of the next task. 
ARM-HOME-5 It is allowed to grasp the plastic box with both hands to transport objects, 

including the blue objects. It is also allowed to grasp the cardboard box 
with either hand to transport the blue lightbulb.  

4.4.3.4 Comments 
- In the initial position, the plastic box is located on the floor underneath the 

pegboard. 
- The blue hammer, blue scissors and blue screwdriver are initially hung up on the 

pegboard. 
- The blue lightbulb is initially placed inside the closed cardboard box with the blue 

part of the lightbulb oriented towards the opening of the box. The cardboard box is 
initially located on the table.  

- The screw, the bolt and the sheet of paper are initially placed on the table. 
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4.4.4 ÖBREAKFAST  

4.4.4.1 Introduction 
The ability to use kitchen utensils (e.g. can opener, cutlery etc.) is critical for self-sustained 
living and involves countless tasks which are typically performed by a dexterous interaction 
of both hands (i.e. bimanual). Also some objects in the kitchen are very delicate to handle 
and require a very precise control of grip force. 

In this task breakfast must be prepared by cutting bread, unwrapping a sugar cube and 
opening a bottle, a jam jar and a can. An egg must be placed in an egg cup and a candle 
must be lit. 
 

4.4.4.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

Breakfast table. 
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Symbolic pictures of the tools and objects that must be used in this task. The depicted 
objects are not proportional in size. 

Bread, knife & 
breadboard 

Can & can 
opener 

Jam jar with lid Candle & matchsticks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

(www.ikea.ch) 
(www.istockphoto.com) 

Plastic bottle with lid Wrapping &  
sugar cubes 

Egg box, chicken egg & egg cup 

 

 

 

 

(www.alphahatch.com) 
(www.clipartpng.com) 
(www.ikea.ch) 

 

4.4.4.3 Task Rules 
ARM-TABLE-1 One slice of bread must be cut with the knife so that it is separated from 

the bread by falling off the loaf. Half a loaf is provided. A slice of 
approximately 20 mm of width needs to be cut on the cut side of the 
bread. 

ARM-TABLE-2 The paper of the sugar cube has to be separated completely from the 
sugar. 

ARM-TABLE-3 The lid of the jam jar has to be separated completely from the glass. If the 
glass breaks into pieces, the task is failed. 

ARM-TABLE-4 The lid of the plastic bottle has to be separated completely from the 
bottle. 

ARM-TABLE-5 The can top has to be completely removed from the can by using the can 
opener for left or for right hand use. 

ARM-TABLE-6 The egg must be removed from the egg box and placed in the egg cup. If 
the egg cracks or breaks, the task is failed.  

ARM-TABLE-7 The candle must be lit using a matchstick. Three matchsticks are provided. 
ARM-TABLE-8 All objects must be placed on the table, i.e. if an object has fallen off the 

table before passing the start line of the next task, the task is failed. 
ARM-TABLE-9 The order in which these sub-tasks are completed is not defined.  
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4.4.5 HANG-UP 

4.4.5.1 Introduction 
For an arm prosthesis to be practical for daily use it must be possible to wear standard 
clothes with it. Hanging laundry requires a distinct set of fine motor skills, in particular of 
the fingers.  

A jacket must be taken from a coat rack, put on and the zipper must be closed. Clothes that 
are placed in a clothes hamper need to be hung up on a clothes line by using hangers and 
clothes pegs. Moreover, two buttons of a blazer need to be closed and shoes must be tied. 
Finally, the jacket must be put back on a hook. The use of a hamper to transport the clothes 
closer to the clothes line is optional.  

4.4.5.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

Hang-up. 
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Symbolic pictures of the objects that must be manipulated in this task. The depicted 
objects are not proportional in size. 

Jacket Blazer T-Shirt 

 
 

 

Hanger 

 

 

Shoes Hamper Clothes pegs 

 

(www.moziru.com) 

 

 

(www.ikea.ch) 

 

 

 

4.4.5.3 Task Rules 
ARM-HANGUP-1 One of the jackets (size S, M, L, and XL are provided) must be taken 

from the clothes rack and put on. The zipper must be closed at least to 
the mark. At the end of the task the jacket must be hung on the hook 
mounted to the frame of the clothes line. 

ARM-HANGUP-2 The two buttons of the blazer need to be closed and the blazer hung 
on the clothes line using the hanger. The order of buttoning the blazer 
and hanging the blazer with the hanger on the rail is free. 

ARM-HANGUP-3 The shirt must be hung on the clothes line and attached with both blue 
clothespins. It is permitted to put the shirt over the line and then attach 
it with the blue clothespins. 

ARM-HANGUP-4 The shoe laces must be tied and the shoes must be hung over the 
clothes line (to proof that the knot holds). The type of knot is free. 

ARM-HANGUP-5 If any object (blazer, jacket, shirt, hanger, shoes or blue clothespin) has 
fallen off the clothes line or the hook when passing the start line of the 
next task, the task is failed. 
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4.4.6 WIRE LOOP 

4.4.6.1 Introduction 
Maintenance of a tight grip during postural changes of the arm (e.g. pronation and 
supination of the forearm, elbow flexion and extension) can be challenging for prosthetic 
hand users, but is relevant in many situations in daily life. This aspect of prosthetic hand 
function is emphasized in this task.  

Pilots hold a conductive wire loop with a blue handle. A curved metal wire needs to be 
tracked without touching the wire with the loop by using the prosthetic hand only. 

4.4.6.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 
 

 

Wire loop with handle (standard 
file/screwdriver handle) at the starting 
position. A lamp integrated in the 
handle lights up when the loop touches 
the wire. 

Stainless steel tube Ø 12 mm. Radii of small 
corners: inner radius 30 mm, outer radius 42 
mm. The non-conductive sections at both ends 
are indicated in grey. 

 

4.4.6.3 Task Rules 
ARM-WIRE-1 The task must be started and finished in a non-conductive region (start point 

and finish point), where pilots grasp and drop the loop respectively. 
ARM-WIRE-2 The blue handle of the wire loop is shaped to grip it with a power grip 

(medium wrap), but any other grip is also allowed. 
ARM-WIRE-3 If there is contact between the loop and the wire, the task is failed (and 

cannot be repeated). 
ARM-WIRE-4 The wire loop task can be accessed from either the right hand or left hand 

side, depending on the preference of the pilot. 
ARM-WIRE-5 While the loop is in the non-conductive area at the start of the wire, it is 

allowed to grasp the handle or loop with the non-prosthetic hand in order to 
support positioning the blue handle in the prosthetic hand. 
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4.5 COMPETITION MODE AND SCORING SYSTEM 
See section 1.3 and 1.4. 

Time limit:  8 min 
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5. POWERED LEG PROSTHESIS RACE 
 

 
(ETH Zurich / Nicola Pitaro) 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Pilots with transfemoral or knee exarticulation amputations are equipped with 
exoprosthetic devices (leg prostheses) and are challenged by tasks related to daily life 
activities. Bipedal gait is a highly automated movement and during the majority of time 
spent walking secondary movements with the upper limbs are carried out. Therefore, pilots 
must carry or balance objects with their hands while performing the leg prosthesis tasks. 
Pilots are asked to solve as many tasks as possible in a given time.  

5.2 INCLUSION CRITERIA 

5.2.1 PILOTS 
In addition to the general inclusion criteria described in section 1.1, pilots must fulfil the 
following criteria to be eligible for participation: 

- Pilots have a knee exarticulation or more proximal amputation of at least one leg. 

5.2.2 TECHNOLOGY 
In addition to the general rules described in section 1.2, the following criteria apply for the 
powered leg prosthesis technology: 

- Any kind of passive (unpowered or controlled dissipative) or active prostheses are 
allowed. 

- The prosthetic device can have any number of actively driven, i.e. powered, joints. 
The residual body parts can also be instrumented and electronically and/or 
mechanically connected to the prosthesis. 

- Load transfer to the ground via wheels is not allowed. 
- There is no weight limitation. 
- The use of crutches or canes is not permitted. 

5.3 SPECIFIC RULES 
LEG-1 Wearing a helmet is mandatory. The teams are required to bring their own 

helmet. 
LEG-2 If any handrails are used to support movement or action or used to keep 

balance by grasping, pulling, pushing or similar, with any part of the body, the 
task is failed. Handrails are provided for safety reasons only. 

LEG-3 Touching the ground on (or beyond) the lines marked in the following 
illustrations in red with any part of the prosthetic device or body is not 
allowed. Pilots are not allowed to enter, exit or step on the obstacles in a 
location marked in red in the following illustrations. 

LEG-4 It is allowed to touch the prosthesis with the hands or any other part of the 
body to support movements. 

5.4 TASK DESCRIPTION 
Each task is described in the following sections. 
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5.4.1 SOFA 

5.4.1.1 Introduction 
Sitting down and standing up are challenging tasks when wearing a lower-limb prosthesis 
with an artificial knee joint as joint moments need to be generated to enable getting up and 
control sitting down. In this task pilots must sit down and stand up from a sofa five times in 
a row while balancing a cup on a saucer. 

5.4.1.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

A cup must be balanced on a saucer while sitting down and standing 
up from a sofa. 

 

5.4.1.3 Task Rules 
LEG-SOFA-1 Pilots need to sit down and stand up from the sofa five times. 
LEG-SOFA-2 While sitting down and standing up, both feet must be placed inside the blue 

area in front of the sofa. 
LEG-SOFA-3 Pilots must sit down completely, i.e. with the full body weight. Each foot must 

leave the ground once while sitting (either simultaneously or one after each 
other). Pilots are not asked to touch the backrest with their backs.  

LEG-SOFA-4 After each time standing up, each foot must leave the blue area and cross 
the line in front of the sofa once (either simultaneously or one after each 
other). 

LEG-SOFA-5 Use of hands and arms is allowed. 
LEG-SOFA-6 During sitting down and standing up, a cup must be balanced on a saucer 

with one hand. If the cup drops from the saucer before passing the finish line 
of the task, the task is failed.  

LEG-SOFA-7 The saucer must be picked up from the table and grasped before sitting 
down the first time. The saucer is only allowed to be released when putting it 
back on the table after standing up for the fifth time. Otherwise, the task is 
failed. 
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LEG-SOFA-8 It is only allowed to grasp the saucer but not the cup. It is only allowed to 
carry the cup by balancing it on the saucer.  

5.4.1.4 Comments 
- The referee is counting correct trials loudly. 
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5.4.2 HURDLES 

5.4.2.1 Introduction 
Sometimes, it is necessary to step over objects that are even higher than standard steps or 
to duck underneath objects, e.g. when walking in a forest or on a construction site. In this 
task, the pilots have to step over or duck underneath hurdles. A box of apples must be 
carried while crossing the obstacles.  

5.4.2.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup and symbolic pictures of the objects that must be transported 
in this task. The depicted objects are not proportional in size. 

 

(www.ambientedirect.com) 

The box of artificial apples (light weight) must be transported to the other side of the 
hurdles. 

 

5.4.2.3 Task Rules 
LEG-HURDLES-1 The pilot must pass between each pair of poles. 
LEG-HURDLES-2 The pilot must cross the wooden box at the beginning of the task by 

placing only one foot on top of the box. 
LEG-HURDLES-3 If a pilot knocks down a hurdle (horizontal bar), either by hitting the 

pole or the horizontal bar, the task is failed. 
LEG-HURDLES-4 It is not allowed to grasp any hurdle or pole with the hand or steady it 

with any other part of the body.  
LEG-HURDLES-5 A box of apples must be carried to a target position while crossing 

the obstacle. One or both hands can be used to carry the box. If any 
of the apples drop out of the box when passing the hurdles or if the 
box has dropped off the target location before passing the finish line 
of the task, the task is failed.  
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5.4.3 RAMP & DOOR 

5.4.3.1 Introduction 
In this task, pilots have to ascend and descend ramps and pass through a doorway. On the 
way up the ramp, a plate with apples must be picked up and on the way down, the plate 
with the apples must be put back on a shelf. Opening and closing the door requires pilots to 
step backwards and sidewards.  

5.4.3.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup and symbolic picture of the objects that must be transported 
in this task. The depicted objects are not proportional in size. 

 

A plate with apples must be picked up from the shelf before the door and placed on the 
shelf behind the door. 

 

5.4.3.3 Task Rules 
LEG-RAMP-1 The ramp must be ascended on the more inclined slope (20°) and descended 

on the less inclined slope (15°). 
LEG-RAMP-2 The door needs to be opened, passed through and closed. 
LEG-RAMP-3 With one hand, a plate with several apples must be picked up, carried, and 

placed at a target location behind the door. If any of the apples drop the task 
is failed. 

LEG-RAMP-4 It is only allowed to grasp the plate, but not the apples. It is only allowed to 
transport the apples by balancing them on the plate. 
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5.4.4 ROUGH TERRAIN 

5.4.4.1 Introduction 
In certain situations in daily life it is required to accurately control the positioning of the 
feet, e.g. when entering an escalator or when walking in a forest (e.g. stepping on stones or 
roots). In this task, the pilots are challenged to step on wooden bars, to test the ability of 
placing the foot on a defined location and maintaining dynamic balance. 

5.4.4.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup and symbolic picture of the objects that must be transported 
in this task. The depicted objects are not proportional in size. 

 

The bottle crates must be carried to the other side of the rough terrain 

 

5.4.4.3 Task Rules 
LEG-ROUGH-1 The pilot is free to choose a path when crossing the rough terrain, 

however, pilots are only allowed to step on the wooden bars. Touching the 
floor between the wooden bars is not allowed. 

LEG-ROUGH-2 Alternating steps (left, right, left, etc.) while stepping on the bars are 
explicitly required. Placing both feet on the same wooden bar is not 
allowed. 

LEG-ROUGH-3 The bottle crates must be carried from their initial position to the target 
position. If any of the crates has dropped off the target location before 
passing the finish line of the task, the task is failed.  

LEG-ROUGH-4 If the bottle crate drops, it can be picked up again as long as the other 
rules are not violated. 
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5.4.5 TILTED PATH 

5.4.5.1 Introduction 
In daily life, some paths are tilted perpendicular to the walking direction, e.g. when walking 
on nature paths or across a field. In particular when walking outside, also the surface of the 
ground might change.  
In this task walking with an abducted/adducted hip, and pronated/supinated ankle is 
challenged. Also the control of foot clearance is emphasized. 

5.4.5.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup and symbolic picture of the objects that must be transported 
in this task. The depicted objects are not proportional in size. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

A plate with apples must be carried twice across the tilted path. The tilted path must be 
entered and left on the grey ramps on each side of the obstacle. The centre part of the 
tilted path is covered with artificial grass. 

 

5.4.5.3 Task Rules 
LEG-TILTED-1 The pilots must cross the tilted path, turn around the yellow slalom pole and 

then cross the tilted path again.  
LEG-TILTED-2 It is only allowed to enter and exit the obstacle between the wooden rail 

and the red pole base. 
LEG-TILTED-3 A plate with several apples must be carried when crossing the tilted path in 

both directions. After crossing the tilted path twice, the plate with the 
apples must be placed back on the table. 

LEG-TILTED-4 If any of the apples drop before crossing the finish line of the task, the task 
is failed. 

LEG-TILTED-5 It is only allowed to grasp the plate, but not the apples. It is only allowed to 
transport the apples by balancing them on the plate. 

LEG-TILTED-6 If any of the poles is touched by any part of the body including the 
prosthesis, the task is failed..  
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5.4.5.4 Comments 
- After completing the task (i.e. crossing the tilted path twice and putting the plate 

with the apples back on the table), pilots proceed to the start line of next task, 
passing the tilted path on their left. 
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5.4.6 STAIRS 

5.4.6.1 Introduction 
Stairs are very common in daily life. People using lower-limb prostheses with an artificial 
knee joint often have to adapt their gait pattern to ascend or descend stairs, which can lead 
to non-physiological and asymmetric movements. This task tests how well pilots using 
lower-limb prostheses overcome stairs and if they allow for a natural, alternating gait – 
especially when it is required to carry or even balance objects at the same time. 

5.4.6.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

Stairs with tables. Handrail height: 1000mm 

 

Symbolic pictures of the objects that must be transported in this task. The depicted 
objects are not proportional in size. 

Coffee cup & saucer Plate & apples Tray with bottle and glasses 
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5.4.6.3 Task Rules 
LEG-STAIRS-1 Alternating steps (left, right, left, etc.) are explicitly required. Thus, pilots 

are not allowed to place two feet on one step at the same time. 
LEG-STAIRS-2 Pilots are not allowed to omit single steps or jump over steps. Thus, each 

step must be stepped on with one foot. 
LEG-STAIRS-3 Pilots must walk over the stairs three times (three times up, three times 

down). 
LEG-STAIRS-4 After having passed the stairs for the first time, pilots must pick up the 

empty coffee cup from a table by grasping the saucer and the apples by 
grasping the plate. Thereafter, pilots must walk over the stairs a second 
time while balancing the objects on the plates and put the objects on the 
other table. If the pilot can only use one hand due to impairment, the 
pilot needs only to carry either the cup with the saucer or the plate with 
the apples. 

LEG-STAIRS-5 When crossing the stairs for the third and last time, a tray with a bottle 
and glasses must be carried to the other side. On the other side of the 
stairs, the tray with the bottles and the glasses must be placed on the 
table.  

LEG-STAIRS-6 It is only allowed to grasp the saucer and plate, but not the cup or 
apples. It is only allowed to transport the cup and apples by balancing 
them on the plates. 

LEG-STAIRS-7 It is only allowed to grasp the tray but not the bottle or the glasses. It is 
only allowed to transport the bottles and the glasses by balancing them 
on the tray. 

LEG-STAIRS-8 If any object (coffee cup, saucer, apple, plate, bottle, glasses) drops 
before passing the finish line of the task, the task is failed. 
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5.5 COMPETITION MODE AND SCORING SYSTEM 
See section 1.3 and 1.4. 

Time limit:  4 min 
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6. POWERED EXOSKELETON RACE 
 

 
(ETH Zurich / Nicola Pitaro) 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Pilots with complete thoracic or lumbar spinal cord injuries (SCI) are equipped with 
exoskeletal devices (exoskeletons) and are challenged by tasks related to daily life 
activities. Pilots are asked to solve as many tasks as possible in a given time. 

6.2 INCLUSION CRITERIA 

6.2.1 PILOTS 
In addition to the general inclusion criteria described in section 1.1, pilots must fulfil the 
following criteria to be eligible for participation: 

- Spinal cord injured pilots (AIS A or B, with a complete loss of motor function 
(http://www.sci-info-pages.com/levels.html) with leg paraplegia are eligible.  

- Pilots with lesions affecting the control of trunk, arm and/or neck must be evaluated 
individually, as they must have sufficient voluntary control and strength to hold 
crutches and/or stabilise the trunk. 

- The lesions can be spastic or non-spastic. 

6.2.2 TECHNOLOGY 
In addition to the general rules described in section 1.2 the following criteria apply for the 
exoskeleton technology: 

- Any kind of input device or automated gait intention detection strategy is allowed. 
- Load transfer to the ground via wheels or rolling contact is not allowed. 
- Any type of actuation (other than combustion) is allowed; also passive devices are 

allowed (e.g. based on passive springs or cables), which can be used to wind up the 
system and store kinetic energy. 

- The maximum weight of the exoskeletal device (excluding the pilot) is limited to 
75 kg. 

- Functional electrical stimulation can be added to hybridise the exoskeleton. Surface 
and implanted stimulation technologies are allowed. 

- Crutches or canes are allowed. If crutches or canes are being used they must be 
carried by the pilots during the entire race. 

6.3 SPECIFIC RULES 
EXO-1 Wearing a helmet is mandatory. The teams are required to bring their own 

helmet. 
EXO-2 Use of the handrails is allowed. Crutches, if used, must always be carried by 

the pilot. 
EXO-3 Touching the ground on (or beyond) the areas marked in the following 

illustrations in red with any part of the body or device, except the crutches, is 
not allowed. 

EXO-4 It is not allowed to perform a swing through gait. At least one leg must always 
be on the ground when crutches or canes are being used. 

6.4 TASK DESCRIPTION 
Each task is described in the following sections. 
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6.4.1 SIT & STAND 

6.4.1.1 Introduction 
Sitting down and standing up is a general challenge when wearing a exoskeletal device as 
substantial joint moments about the knee and hip joints are necessary for getting up and 
for controlled sitting down. In the first part of this task, pilots are asked to sit down and 
stand up from a sofa. 

When standing in an exoskeletal device crutches are usually used to maintain balance. 
However, oftentimes it is required to manipulate objects while standing (e.g. at a kitchen 
counter). In the second part of this task pilots are asked to manipulate objects while 
standing. 

6.4.1.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup and symbolic picture of the objects that must be stacked in 
this task. The depicted objects are not proportional in size. 

 

Pilots must sit down & stand up from the sofa and stack cups on a table. 

 

6.4.1.3 Task Rules 
EXO-SITSTAND-1 Pilots must sit down and stand up once. 
EXO-SITSTAND-2 Pilots must sit down completely, i.e. with their full body weight. The 

knees and the hip are flexed accordingly and the crutches must be lift 
off the ground once while sitting. Pilots are not asked to touch the 
backrest with their backs. 

EXO-SITSTAND-3 Pilots must stack six cups on the table. They are free to conduct the 
stacking task either with one hand or with both. 

EXO-SITSTAND-4 Use of hands, arms and crutches is allowed to stack the cups. If the 
stacked cups collapse when the pilot crosses the start line to the next 
task, the task is failed.  
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6.4.1.4 Comments 
- The referee will verbally confirm correct execution of sitting down and standing up. 
- The table is lightweight and not fixed to the ground. 
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6.4.2 SLALOM 

6.4.2.1 Introduction 
Often in daily life, it is necessary to navigate around obstacles in order to avoid collisions or 
to reach a given destination. In this task, pilots negotiate a slalom track composed of single 
pieces of furniture.  

6.4.2.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

 

Slalom.  

 

6.4.2.3 Task Rules 
EXO-SLALOM-1 It is not allowed to touch the furniture. 
EXO-SLALOM-2 Two consecutive pieces of furniture are considered a pair. To start the 

task, the first two pieces (i.e. pair) of furniture are entered from the left 
or from the right-hand side. All three pairs must be passed through once. 
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6.4.3 RAMP & DOOR 

6.4.3.1 Introduction 
In this task, the pilots with exoskeletons have to climb and descend ramps, ring a doorbell 
and pass through a doorway. The ability to negotiate steep inclines and to navigate in 
confined space (i.e. step backwards and sidewards, respectively) is tested. Moreover, pilots 
are challenged to ring a doorbell and to open and close a door (lever type handle) while 
walking in the exoskeleton. 

6.4.3.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup 

 

Ramp & door with normal handle (at height of 1050mm), handrail height: 1000mm. The 
detail shows the doorbell located to the right of the door. The doorbell must be rang 
before opening the door. 

 

6.4.3.3 Task Rules 
EXO-RAMP-1 The ramp must be ascended on the more inclined slope (20°) and 

descended on the less inclined slope (15°). 
EXO-RAMP-2 The doorbell must be rang. 
EXO-RAMP-3 The door must be opened, passed through and closed. 
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6.4.4 ROUGH TERRAIN 

6.4.4.1 Introduction 
In certain situations in daily life it is required to step over obstacles on the ground and to 
accurately control the positioning of the feet (e.g. when entering an escalator or stepping 
over stones or roots). In this task, the pilot is challenged to negotiate an uneven terrain and 
the ability to place the foot in a defined location is tested.  

6.4.4.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

The rough terrain must be crossed while walking in the exoskeleton. 

 

6.4.4.3 Task Rules 
EXO-ROUGH-1 The pilot is free to choose his or her path across the rough terrain. 
EXO-ROUGH-2 Crossing the boundary on the sides is not allowed (i.e. the pilot can only 

exit at the start and finish). Touching the wooden rails placed on each 
side or the terrain is allowed, but it is not allowed to step on these rails. 

EXO-ROUGH-3 The crutches may be placed anywhere on the obstacle (also outside the 
red lines). 
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6.4.5 TILTED PATH 

6.4.5.1 Introduction 
In daily life, some paths are tilted perpendicular to the direction of travel and walking 
surfaces may vary. Negotiating a tilted path in an exoskeleton is challenging as it requires 
abduction/adduction in the hip and pronation/supination in the ankle. A tilted path with 
different surfaces is used to create the challenge of such a situation.  

6.4.5.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

Tilted path. 

 

6.4.5.3 Task Rules 
WHL-TILTED-1 It is only allowed to enter and exit the obstacle between the wooden rail 

and the red pole base.  
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6.4.6 STAIRS 

6.4.6.1 Introduction 
Stairs are very common in daily life. This task tests how well the exoskeleton supports the 
action of ascending and descending stairs. 

6.4.6.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

Stairs. Handrail height: 1000mm 

 

6.4.6.3 Task Rules 
EXO-STAIRS-1 Pilots must ascend and descend the stairs once in the direction of the race 

track (once up, once down). 
EXO-STAIRS-2 Pilots are allowed to place two feet on one step. 
EXO-STAIRS-3 Pilots are not allowed to omit single steps or jump over steps. Thus, each 

step must be stepped on with at least one foot. 
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6.5 COMPETITION MODE AND SCORING SYSTEM 
See section 1.3 and 1.4. 

Time limit:  10 min 
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7. POWERED WHEELCHAIR RACE 
 

 
(ETH Zurich / Alessandro DellaBella) 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Pilots of different disability levels (e.g. tetraplegics, paraplegics, amputees) equipped with 
powered wheelchairs are challenged by tasks related to daily life activities. Pilots are asked 
to solve as many tasks as possible in a given time. 

7.2 INCLUSION CRITERIA 

7.2.1 PILOTS 
In addition to the general inclusion criteria described in section 1.1, pilots must fulfil the 
following criteria to be eligible for participation: 

- Pilots with severe walking disability due to any kind of central nervous system 
disease or injury, any systemic neural or muscular disease or bilateral above knee 
amputation are eligible. 

- The pilots must be able to operate and steer their wheelchair. Thus, the pilots must 
have sufficient voluntary control of head, shoulder, hand, finger, tongue and/or 
voice in order to operate an input device.  

7.2.2 TECHNOLOGY 
In addition to the general rules described in section 1.2, the following criteria apply for the 
powered wheelchair technology: 

- Both actuated wheelchairs and manual wheelchairs that are powered by an external 
device are allowed as long as the power is solely produced by the device and not by 
the pilot. 

- Input (control) devices can include any standard or novel technology such as a hand 
joystick, head joystick, a sip & puff controller, a tongue drive, headrest switches, a 
touchpad, a tiller, speech processing methods or any other technology. 

- The maximum weight of the wheelchair (excluding the pilot) is limited to 200 kg. 
- The width of the wheelchair must be less than 900 mm (otherwise, it cannot pass 

many of the obstacles). 
- Backpacks, bags, etc. are not allowed to be attached to powered wheelchairs during 

the race (essential equipment is accepted, e.g. oxygen, feeds, ventilators). 
- Chest, shoulder, leg, foot and head restraints are allowed. 

7.3 SPECIFIC RULES 
WHL-1 Wearing a helmet is mandatory. The teams are required to bring their own 

helmet. 
WHL-2 If any handrails are used to support movement or action or used to keep 

balance by grasping, pulling, pushing or similar, with any part of the body, the 
task is failed. Handrails are provided for safety reasons only. 

WHL-3 Touching the ground on (or beyond) the areas marked in the following 
illustrations in red with any part of the wheelchair or body is not allowed. 

WHL-4 Pilots are not allowed to enter or exit the obstacles in a location marked in 
red in the following illustrations. 

7.4 TASK DESCRIPTION 
Each task is described in the following sections. 
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7.4.1 TABLE 

7.4.1.1 Introduction 
Powered wheelchairs are often too bulky to fit under a standard table. Pilots should be able 
to drive close to a table in such a way that the thighs of the pilot fit below the table top.  

7.4.1.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

Table. The indicated table dimensions are inner widht and inner 
height. 

 

7.4.1.3 Task Rules 
WHL-TABLE-1 The knees and half of the thighs must be placed beneath to long side of 

the left hand table (in the direction of the race track). The pilot is not 
allowed to remove his/her feet from the footrest. 

WHL-TABLE-2 If any of the furniture is displaced or lifted off the ground by the 
wheelchair or the pilot, the task is failed. 

7.4.1.4 Comments 
- The referee will verbally confirm correct execution. 
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7.4.2 SLALOM 

7.4.2.1 Introduction 
Often in daily life, it is necessary to navigate around static or moving obstacles in order to 
avoid collisions or to reach a given destination. In this task, pilots negotiate a slalom track 
composed of single pieces of furniture.  

7.4.2.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

 

Slalom.  

 

7.4.2.3 Task Rules 
WHL-SLALOM-1 It is not allowed to touch the furniture. 
WHL-SLALOM-2 Two consecutive pieces of furniture are considered a pair. To start the 

task, the first two pieces (i.e. pair) of furniture are entered from the left 
or from the right-hand side. The three pairs must be passed through 
once. 
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7.4.3 RAMP & DOOR 

7.4.3.1 Introduction 
In this task, the pilots have to climb and descend ramps and pass through a doorway. The 
ability to negotiate steep inclines and to navigate in confined space (i.e. drive backwards 
and side wards, respectively) is tested. Moreover, pilots are challenged to ring a doorbell 
and to open a door with a technical aid. The technical aid must be externally powered as 
many users of powered wheelchairs cannot open a door or ring a doorbell with their own 
power – thus, they can profit from such technology. 

 

7.4.3.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

Ramp and door with normal handle (at height of 1050mm). Handrail height: 1000mm. The 
detail shows the doorbell located to the right of the door. The doorbell must be rang 
before opening the door. 

 

7.4.3.3 Task Rules 
WHL-RAMP-1 The ramp must be ascended on the more inclined slope (20°) and 

descended on the less inclined slope (15°). 
WHL-RAMP-2 The doorbell must be rang by the pilot using an active, externally powered 

technical support (e.g. robotic arm) 
WHL-RAMP-3 The door handle must be pressed and the door must be opened using an 

active, externally powered technical support (e.g. robotic arm). After 
opening the door, the pilot must pass through the doorway. The door 
must not be closed.  

WHL-RAMP-4 The energy required for operating the active technical support (e.g. 
positioning, ring doorbell, press door handle and open door) must be 
provided by the technical support only and not by the pilot. 
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7.4.4 ROUGH TERRAIN 

7.4.4.1 Introduction 
A wheelchair pilot must be able to drive over uneven terrain such as cobblestones. 

7.4.4.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

The rough terrain must be crossed while walking in the exoskeleton.  

 

7.4.4.3 Task Rules 
WHL-ROUGH-1 Crossing the boundary on the sides is not allowed (i.e. the pilot can only 

exit at the start and finish). Touching the wooden rails at the side of the 
terrain is allowed, however, driving on them is not allowed. 
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7.4.5 TILTED PATH 

7.4.5.1 Introduction 
In daily life, some paths are tilted perpendicular to the driving direction and the surface may 
vary. A tilted path is used to create the challenge of such a situation. 

7.4.5.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

Tilted path. 

 

7.4.5.3 Task Rules 
WHL-TILTED-1 Pilots must drive across the tilted path once in the direction of the race 

track. If any of the cones is touched or moved, the task is failed. 
WHL-TILTED-2 It is only allowed to enter and exit the obstacle between the wooden rail 

and the red pole base.  
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7.4.6 STAIRS 

7.4.6.1 Introduction 
Stairs are very common in daily life. In this task, pilots with powered wheelchairs have to 
ascend and descend standard stairs. 

7.4.6.2 Elements 
Illustration of task setup. 

 

Stairs. Handrail height: 1000mm 

 

7.4.6.3 Task Rules 
WHL-STAIRS-1 Pilots must ascend and descend the stairs once in the direction of the 

race track (once up, once down). 
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7.5 COMPETITION MODE AND SCORING SYSTEM 
See section 1.3 and 1.4. 

Time limit:  8 min 
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